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1. Executive summary 
The goal of this deliverable is to introduce the basic devices and protocols used within the Smart House 

environment on which we will focus on during Plan4Act. The protocols are defined such that the proactive 

control paradigm provides the Smart House user measurable advantages compared to standard, reactive 

controller. For better comparison, the structure of the protocols in the Smart House are closely related to 

the structure of protocols used in experiments in the Reach Cage (see D1.1 and D1.2 for more details). 

Therefore, in this document, we will first provide a brief overview of the experimental protocol used in the 

Reach Cage (Section 2) followed by a brief overview of the Smart House devices being used (Section 3). Then, 

we will directly map the structure of the protocol used in the Reach Cage to the Smart House environment 

using its devices (Section 4). Finally, we will conclude the here shown setup and provide an outlook about 

further steps to be taken such that we can obtain, if required, more sophisticated protocols to test and 

validate the advantages of using proactive control paradigms in Smart House environments. 

 

Remark: As stated in the DoA, this deliverable should have the form of a data sheet. However, to provide a 

more detailed reasoning of the used protocols, we decided to use the format of a report.  
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2. Basics of the experimental protocol in the Reach Cage 
The main goal of the experiments being executed in the Reach Cage is to obtain neural signatures of planned 

actions. For this, we consider sequences of actions and ask whether we can predict during the completion of 

the first actions the later actions to be carried out within the sequence. These sequences have the following 

branching structure (for details see DoA and 1st Periodic Technical Report) with different actions A, B, C1, C2:  

Sequence 1: A -> B -> C1, 

Sequence 2: A -> B -> C2. 

Please note that this structure can easily be extended by further actions yielding several branching sequences 

with all starting from action A. As described in the 1st Periodic Technical Report, for the Reach Cage 

environment we updated this protocol compared to the original protocol described in the DoA such that we 

obtain a behavioral measure indicating that the monkey forms and follows a plan during the experiment. This 

updated protocol will be described briefly in the following. For more details please see the upcoming (at time 

point of submission) document D1.2. 

 

Figure 1. The schematic diagram for the proactive sequential action selection task. Details see main text and D1.2. 
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In the updated protocol (named Proactive Sequential Action Selection task) the animal has to perform in each 

trial a sequence of actions in order to receive the desired reward (Fig. 1). The order of the actions matters, 

for instance, action C can be performed only when action B had been performed beforehand; otherwise the 

trial would count as incorrect. The total time to perform all actions in the sequence is restricted. Thus, to 

reduce reaction and execution time, this time restriction encourages the monkey to plan the full sequence 

of actions whenever possible. The sequence runs as follows (Fig. 1). 

State A: First, the animal needs to acquire a starting position (touch white disc with the hand; action A) to 

initiate the run of a trial and get the optional reach target positions (large colored discs in upper part of screen 

with variable horizontal position) and instructive target cues (small colored discs in lower part of screen and 

fixed positions; left and right to avoid occlusion by the arm) for two follow-up actions presented. 

State B: Second, upon instruction (“go”-cue = disappearance of the white disc), the animal needs to select a 

target among the set of possible near targets (B1-yellow and B2-pink shown in the example) and reach to it 

(action B1 or B2 respectively). In this example trial picking yellow is the right decision for State B, as indicated 

by the lower target cue. 

State C: Third, once a choice has been successfully made at state B, the animal then has to decide between a 

second set of options for state C (C1-blue, C2-green) and reach for the selected target (action C1 or C2). In 

this example trial picking blue is the right decision for state C, as indicated by the blue upper target cue. 

In order to behaviorally test for proactive action planning, we distinguish two main trial types: sequential 

trials and proactive trials. In the following, we will only briefly provide the main idea of the proactive trials to 

obtain a behavioral measure of action planning (for more details and description of the sequential trials 

please see D1.2). 

For this, we introduce non-perturbation and perturbation trials among the proactive trials. In both trial types 

target cues for state B and state C are available already at state A. Yet, in the perturbed trials the position of 

the rewarded target in state C will be changed during or at the end of action B (state B). This means, the 

association between the (known) color of the correct target and the (now no longer valid) required 

movement to reach this target is disrupted by the perturbation. This means, if there was a proactive 

movement plan for action C, then this would have to be discarded/updated and should lead to longer 

reaction times as without perturbation. This prolonged reaction time serve as a behavioral measure of the 

monkey following a plan of actions. 

Please note that for simplicity we have described the protocol only as executed on a touch screen. Of course 

the same protocol will be used in the Reach Cage (see D1.1) with walking actions between the individual 

touching actions.  

In summary, to map the protocol of the Reach Cage experiments to the protocol in the Smart House 

environment, the underlying basic structure has to be maintained. This structure is the sequence of actions 

with initial overlap (actions A and B) and a branch at the end of the sequence (actions C1 and C2). Mapping 

further experimentally relevant conditions, as the restriction of the execution time described above, is 

obviously not mandatory. However, the reduction of the execution time for the sequence of actions provides 

also in the Smart House environment an appropriate measure of proactive control.  
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3. Overview of the protocol-relevant devices in Smart House environment 
In the following, we will first discuss briefly why we consider a Smart House environment for an ideal platform 

to test and validate the advantages of using proactive controllers. Then, we will provide a brief overview 

about the main devices available in the Smart House environment (and in the 3D-Simulation; see D4.1). A 

subset of these devices will be described in more detail as they constitute the main part for the defined 

protocol. 

3.1. Using a Smart Home environment to test proactive control paradigms 

The control of a Smart Home environment is one of several possible use cases to test the proactive controller 

developed in Plan4Act. In general, the proactive controller can be used in any kind of environment containing 

devices that require an interaction with the user by performing specific actions. 

The Smart Home environment has been selected as a demonstrator of Plan4Act, because this type of 

environment has a high potential to address sensible topics such as accessibility, design for all, assistive 

technologies and in particular independent living. There are four important concepts that define the basis of 

these topics:  

 Accessibility1 is the degree to which all people can use an object, perform an activity or access a 

service, despite of their disabilities.  

 Disability2 is a functional limitation of an individual when carrying out a specific activity or when 

developing participation in society in general. It is a complex phenomenon, reflecting the interaction 

between features of a person’s body and features of the society in which he or she lives. Overcoming 

the difficulties faced by people with disabilities requires interventions to remove environmental and 

social barriers.  

 Design for all3 addresses these interventions in order to make a product, a service or an environment 

accessible to people with disabilities though assistive technologies. 

 An assistive technology4 is a specific technology designed for the inclusion and accessibility of a user 

with a specific disability while performing activities in the society at glance. In general an assistive 

technology for IT is efficient, if it can support multi-modality. In other words, the technology can be 

controlled with different senses at time such as a vocal interface based on microphones and 

loudspeakers, a tactile-visual interface based on a touch screen, etc.  

The promotion of an independent living is one of the most important challenges of Smart Home 

environments in the next future, because of the growing number of elderly population and the increase of 

disabilities due to age and health-related conditions. 

New modalities of user interfaces and assistive technologies are the pillar for the success of new ways to 

ensure an independent living. Plan4Act is introducing a disruptive innovation on BMI that are the best 

approach for assistive technologies, because they are able to address multiple disabilities at time that cannot 

be addressed by the most common assistive technologies such as the most known voice-controlled devices.  

                                                           
1 “Accessibility requirements suitable for public procurement of ICT products and services in Europe”. 
www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/301500_301599/301549/01.01.01_60/en_301549v010101p.pdf  
2 WHO, International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) 
3 Principles of design for all for telecare services, https://ec.europa.eu/eip/ageing/standards/healthcare/e-health/etsi-eg-202-
487_en 
4 WHO | Assistive devices and technologies - World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/disabilities/technology/en/  

http://www.etsi.org/deliver/etsi_en/301500_301599/301549/01.01.01_60/en_301549v010101p.pdf
http://psychiatr.ru/download/1313?view=name=CF_18.pdf
http://www.who.int/disabilities/technology/en/
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3.2. Different types of devices in the Smart House environment  

The environment of the Smart House Living Lab includes a large range of devices and technologies. On the 

one hand, all devices can be controlled physically with specific interfaces. Amongst others, these interfaces 

are different types of switches. On the other hand, the diverse devices can also be controlled through internet 

(IoT). In general, we can group the different devices in the following classes (please see Appendix for a 

complete and detailed list of devices): 

 Interactive devices, 

 Sensor devices, 

 Media devices. 

Interactive devices: This class of devices pools all devices with which the user can directly interact with. They 

can be controlled through switches or other kind of interfaces. 

Sensor devices: This class represents the devices that trigger events depending on the state of the 

environment and user. 

Media devices: These types of devices include a Samsung Ultra HD Smart TV and an integrated media system 

with projector and speakers. Amongst others, using the Smart TV we are able to create custom interactivity 

and also applications that require sequences of action to be performed on its remote controller, on a mobile 

phone or a custom controller in the Smart House. 

In addition, the Smart House is composed by a set of heterogeneous technologies, including KNX (ISO/IEC 

14543)5, Radio Frequency identification (RFID), Bluetooth Low Energy6 and NFC7. 

3.3. Devices used in the proactive control paradigm  

In general, we will consider interactive devices to be handled by the proactive controller developed in 

Plan4Act. Please note that we can also use media devices by considering the usage of a remote control. We 

will not take into account the sensor devices, as their corresponding actions are automatically triggered by 

the environment or user such that they are not intended to be performed by the user. However, interactive 

devices require that the user, similar to the Reach Cage environment, has to walk to the corresponding 

interfaces. 

As mentioned before, the execution time of a sequence of actions serves as a measure to evaluate the 

advantage of proactive controller (Fig. 2). In more detail, if the user makes an action in the Smart House to 

interact with a device and the change of the state of this device (outcome of the action) requires some time 

(boxes), we combine both durations of the action itself and of the device’s state change and consider the 

result as the total execution time of the action. The sum of the total execution times of all actions is the total 

execution time of the sequence. Thus, if a proactive controller can predict an intended action, it can start the 

change of the state of the corresponding device before the start of the action. In this way, the state-change 

is completed by the time the user requires the new state and the user saves the total execution time of this 

action. This results in a reduction of the total execution time of the sequence which we can measure (see 

“saved execution time” in Fig. 2). Therefore, actions and the state changes of the corresponding devices, 

which inherently require time to be performed, are particularly well suited to measure of differences 

                                                           
5 ISO/IEC 14543, https://ec.europa.eu/eip/ageing/standards/home/domotics-and-home-automation/isoiec-14543_en  
6 Bluetooth Low Energy, www.bluetooth.com. "Bluetooth Core Specification" 
7 Near Field Communication, http://nearfieldcommunication.org/technology.html  

https://ec.europa.eu/eip/ageing/standards/home/domotics-and-home-automation/isoiec-14543_en
http://nearfieldcommunication.org/technology.html
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between reactive and proactive control paradigms. Please note that under normal conditions the state 

change of some devices, e.g. switching the lights, can be very fast. To still include such tasks, we can set the 

speed of the change slower, e.g. by using dimmers. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Schematic of the advantage of time development of performing a sequence of action with a reactive 
control paradigm (top) and a proactive control paradigm (bottom). As a result of using a proactive controller the 

Smart House user can save a significant amount of execution time. 
 

Generally suitable devices are: 

 main door, bathroom door; 

 living room window, kitchen window; 

 living room blinds, kitchen blinds; 

 living room lights, kitchen lights, bathroom lights; 

 music  player. 

For simplicity, we consider only two states for all devices (on/off or open/close). This implies two possible 

actions per device (from state 1 to 2 and vice versa) resulting to at least 20 possible actions we can consider 

in the Smart House environment. 
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4. Mapping from the Reach Cage to the Smart House environment 
The 20 different possible actions described above can be freely combined in all ways resulting to 6.840 

different possible sequences of actions. Please note that all these sequences can be performed in the real 

Smart House environment as well as in the 3D-simulator. 

In the Reach Cage protocol, we will focus first on branching sequences such that the first actions A and B are 

the same and in some cases the last action of the sequence will be either C1 or C2. This fundamental structure 

of the protocol can be mapped on the Smart House setup (Fig. 3) resulting to a set of 116.280 different 

possible protocols. Table 1 provides some examples. 

 
Figure 3. Mapping of the fundamental structure of experimental protocol used in the Reach Cage on the Smart 

House environment. 
 

Table 1. Examples of sequences of actions available both in Smart House and 3D simulator 

Action A Action B Action C1 Action C2 

Open Main door (go 
in) 

Turn on Living Room 
Light 

Open Living room 
window 
* Blind opened 

Close Living room blind 
*Blind opened 

Open kitchen blind Open kitchen window Open living room blind Open living room window  

Open living room blind Open kitchen blind  Open kitchen window Turn on music player 
 

Open kitchen blind Open kitchen window Turn On Living Room 
Light 

Turn on music player 

Open Main door (go 
in) 

Turn On kitchen Light Open kitchen blind Turn on music player 

    
Open kitchen window Open Control room 

blind 
Turn on Control room 
light 

Turn on Virtual Reality room 
light 

Open kitchen blind Open kitchen window Close living room blind 
*Blind opened 

Open living room window 
*Blind opened  

Open living room blind Open kitchen blind  Open kitchen window Turn on music player 
 

Open Main door (go 
in) 

Turn on Living Room 
Light 

Close Bathroom door 
* Bathroom door 
opened 

Turn on Bathroom Lights 
 

*Precondition 
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For demonstration purposes, from this vast set of possible protocols we have decided to use the one shown 
in Table 2. Please note that, if required, we can also use another protocol from the set. 

 

Table 2. Action sequences ABC1 vs. ABC2 used for demonstration 

Action A Action B Action C1 

Open Main door (go 
in) 

Turn on Living Room 
Light 

Open Living room 
sliding windows 
 

Action A Action B Action C2 

Open Main door (go 
in) 

Turn on Living Room 
Light 

Open Bathroom door 

 

We think that this protocol (Table 2) is a very adequate for demonstration purposes as it shows the two major 

advantages of the technological developments of Plan4Act as described in the following. Please consider that 

in the majority of trials the user performs sequence ABC1, however, in a few trials the user would like to go 

fast to the bathroom (sequence ABC2). This implies, first, that the user would profit (especially in the latter 

case) from a reduced execution time of the sequence of actions as given by a proactive controller (Fig. 2). 

Second, controllers, which consider past trials into their control paradigm (e.g. by data analysis with deep-

neural networks), would be biased and more likely predict that, even in the latter case, the user would like 

to perform ABC1. In Plan4Act such types of errors are avoided by directly decoding the intended sequential 

action plan of the neuronal activity of the user. Thus, by considering this specific mapping from the Reach 

Cage protocol to the Smart House environment, we are enabled to analyze and demonstrate two major 

advantages of our approach of Plan4Act. 

5. Conclusion and Outlook 
Given the experimental needs, we derived a specific experimental protocol providing us a behavioral, 

measurable read-out of proactive planning in monkeys. This read-out is based on the difference in total 

execution time of the sequence of actions given the monkey follows a plan. In a similar manner, we will also 

consider the total execution time of the sequence to measure the advantage of using a proactive controller 

to control the devices of the Smart House environment. Furthermore, we consider the basic structure of the 

experimental protocol of the Reach Cage to derive the protocol in the Smart House environment.  

This type of mapping between a Smart House environment and the Reach Cage is one of possible conceptual 

use cases where a proactive controller of actions can be applied. For Plan4Act, the Smart House environment 

has been selected, because it provides a huge potential to become a disruptive application of the Plan4Act 

technology especially for the improvement of independent living of people with disabilities in a smart home 

environment. 

To foster this development, several improvements are been planned: Amongst other, we plan to implement 

on the Smart TV a demo app such that the user has to press  buttons in a sequence similar to monkey training 

paradigms (see D1.2). Thereby, we could obtain a better mapping of the actions performed by the monkeys 

in the Reach Cage to a subpart of the Smart House environment. Furthermore, controlling remote controls 
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in a proactive manner could provide a new area of applications of proactive control paradigms. However, the 

execution times in this setup would be quite short making the advantage of proactive controllers on the total 

execution time less obvious and not as easy to demonstrate. 

However, this possible extension indicates the wide field of possible applications of the proactive controller 

technology in the Smart House environment with the one focused in this document serving as first step. 
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6. Appendix 

6.1 IoT Interactive devices 

Table A1: Smart house interactive devices. 

ID DEVICE NAME STATE DESCRIPTION 
LIGHTS 

1L light01 

Read/Write 
properties: 
On/Off  
& 
Incremental turn 
on/off (values 
between 
0…200) 

It is a yellow led with different turn 
levels of intensity of the light.  

2L light02 

3L light03 

4L light04 

5L light05 

6L light06 

7L light07 

8L light08 

9L light09 

10L light10 

11L light11 

12L light12 

13L light13 

14L light14 

15L light15 

16L Philips_Hue01 
Read/Write 
properties:  
On/Off or 
integers 
representing the 
RGBA values for 
different colors 

Configurable light with different 
tones and color spectrum. 

17L Philips_Hue02 

18L Philips_Hue03 

19L lights_BedRoom  

Read/Write 
properties: 
On/Off 
& 
Incremental turn 
on/off [0…200] 

Group of lights corresponding to 
the bedroom. 
(12L, 13L) 

20L lights_DiningRoom 
Group of lights corresponding to 
dining room. 
(5L, 6L, 8L, 9L) 

21L lights_DiningRoom_exterior 
Group of lights corresponding to 
dining room exterior. 
(5L, 8L) 

22L lights_DiningRoom_interior 
Group of lights corresponding to 
dining room interior. 
(6L, 9L) 

23L lights_TVRoom 
Group of lights corresponding to 
TV room. 
(7L, 10L) 

24L lights_Kitchen 
Group of lights corresponding to 
kitchen. 
(1L, 2L, 3L, 4L) 

25L lights_OvenWindow 

Group of lights corresponding to 
oven window. 
(1L, 2L) 
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26L lights_Dishwasher_Refigerator 
Group of lights corresponding to 
dishwasher and refrigerator. 
(3L, 4L) 

27L lights_BathRoom 
Group of lights corresponding to 
bathroom. 
(15L, 14L) 

28L lights_ControlRoom 
Group of lights corresponding to 
control room. 

29L lights_ControlRoomExterior 
Group of lights corresponding to 
control room exterior. 

30L lights_VirtualRealityRoom 
Group of lights corresponding to 
virtual reality room. 

31L lights_Porch 
Group of lights corresponding to 
porch. 

32L lights_Street 
Group of lights corresponding to 
street. 

DOORS 

1D doorOpenClose_Kitchen 

Read/Write 
property: 
Open/Close 

It allows the opening/closing of 
the kitchen door. 

2D doorOpenClose_ BathRoom 
It allows the opening/closing of 
the bathroom door. 

3D doorOpenClose_Entrance 
It allows the closing of the 
entrance door. 

4D doorOpenClose_LivingRoom 
It allows the opening/closing of 
the living room door. 

BLINDS 

1B blind_BedRoom 

Read/Write 
property: 
Up/Down 
 

Indicates whether the bedroom 
blind is open or closed. 

2B blind_KitchenLeft 
Indicates whether the kitchen left 
blind is open or closed. 

3B blind_KitchenRight 
Indicates whether the kitchen 
right blind is open or closed. 

4B blind_ControlRoom 
Indicates whether the control 
room blind is open or closed. 

WATER 

1F fountain 

Read/Write 
property: On/Off 
 

Indicates whether the fountain is 
open or closed. 

2F electrovalve General water supply controller 

3F waterfall 
Indicates whether the waterfall is 
functioning or not. 

4F aerator 
Indicates whether the aerator is 
functioning or not. 

SPLIT 

1S split_livingroom Table A2 You can control the different 
options with which the split is 
equipped, see Table  

2S split_entrance Table A2 
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The Split can be controlled in order to do different things: 

Table A2: Smart house split options. 

SPLIT OPTIONS* 

1 split_targetTemperature Target Temperature 
It allows to set the 
temperature to reach. 

2 split_fanLevel 
Increase/decrease 
fan speed 

It allows to 
increase/decrease the 
fan speed. 

3 split_fanOnOff On/Off 
It allows to turn on/off 
the fan of the split. 

4 split_swing On/Off 
Activation or 
deactivation of the 
ventilation swing. 

5 split_heatMode On/Off 
Activation or 
deactivation of 
heating mode. 

6 split_coolMode On/Off 
Activation or 
deactivation of cool 
mode. 

7 split_dryMode On/Off 
Activation or 
deactivation of dry 
mode. 

8 split_autoMode On/Off 
Activation or 
deactivation of auto 
mode. 

9 split_modes 4 values 
Change the split 
mode 

10 ventilation_ionized_air_extractor On/Off 
Manage the ionized 
air flow 

* these split options apply to 1S and 2S devices in Table A1 

 

6.2 IoT Sensor devices 
Table A3: Sensor devices of Smart House Living Lab. 

ID DEVICE NAME STATE DESCRIPTION 
PRESENCE SENSORS 

1P 
presenceSensor_Kitchen 

Read only 
property: On/Off  
Event trigger 
  
  
  
  

Indicate if there is someone in 
the kitchen. 

2P 
presenceSensor_DiningRoom Indicate if there is someone in 

the dining room. 

3P presenceSensor_BedRoom 
Indicate if there is someone in 
the bedroom. 

4P presenceSensor_Entrance 
Indicate if there is someone in 
the entrance. 

5P presenceSensor_BathRoom 
Indicate if there is someone in 
the bathroom. 

LIGHT SENSORS 

33Lx luxSensor_Entrance Read only 
property: lux value 

Luminosity sensor in lux 

34Lx luxSensor_BedRoom Luminosity sensor in lux 
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35Lp lightDetector_Entrance 

Read only 
property: On/Off  
Event trigger 
 

Detects the light at the entrance 
of the Living Lab. 

36Lp lightDetector_Bedroom 
Detects the light at the 
bedroom. 

37Lp lightDetector_DiningRoom 
Detects the light at the dining 
room. 

38Lp lightDetector_Kitchen Detects the light at the kitchen. 

MAGNETIC CONTACT 

1M magneticContact_Entrance 

Read only 
property: 
Open/Close 
Event trigger 
 

Indicates whether the entrance 
door is open or closed. 
 

2M magneticContact_BedRoom 
Indicates whether the bedroom 
door is open or closed. 
 

3M magneticContact_BathRoom 
Indicates whether the bathroom 
door is open or closed. 
 

4M magneticContact_DiningRoom 
Indicates whether the dining 
room door is open or closed. 
 

5M magneticContact_Kitchen 
Indicates whether the kitchen 
door is open or closed. 
 

TEMPERATURE 

1T 
temperatureLevelSensor_Kitchen On/off – read 

/trigger 
Trigger when temperature is 
over 200C 

2T thermometer 
Read/ Celsius 
Degrees/trigger 

Indicates the temperature of the 
Living Lab. Trigger when 
temperature changes 

OTHER FUNCIONALITIES 

1O emergencyButton 
On/Off/read/ 
trigger 

It is allowed to activate when 
there is some kind of urgency. 
Triggered when the user pulls 
from the emergency string 

2O 
smokeSensor_Kitchen 

On/Off/read/trigger 
Indicate if there is any kind of 
smoke in the kitchen. 

 

6.3 IoT media devices 

The Samsung Ultra HD Smart TV (Figure A1) is a QLED8 TV based on Tizen9 enabling to run any kind of program 

developed in Tizen. Tizen is a web-based operating system included on a subset of Smart TV, smartwatch and 

mobile phones manufactured by Samsung. It allows to implement custom application for any specific use 

case that could also be controlled remotely through network services. 

                                                           
8 QLED vs OLED, https://www.digitaltrends.com/home-theater/qled-vs-oled-tv/ , Last access May 2018 
9 Tizen OS, https://developer.samsung.com/tv/develop/specifications/general-specifications , Last access May 2018 

https://www.digitaltrends.com/home-theater/qled-vs-oled-tv/
https://developer.samsung.com/tv/develop/specifications/general-specifications
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Figure A1: Smart TV of the Smart House Living Lab. 

 

The Smart House media system  

The Smart House media system includes a projector and a set of speakers. It allows a low set of actions but 

it can extend all video sources available in the Smart House. For instance, it can extend the video input of the 

Smart TV and take advantage of such a device in order to perform sequences of actions. Table A4 shows the 

devices that are included into the media system of the Smart House. 

Table A4: Media system devices 

ID DEVICE NAME STATE DESCRIPTION 
MEDIA 

1 Projector 
Read/Write property: up/down 
 

It unrolls/rolls the surface of the 
projector.  

2 Video Input 
Select property: HDMI (1…7), 
VGA, 3D mode 

It allows to select between 
different inputs for the video 
signal. 

3 Audio 
Select property: HDMI (1…7) 
Read/Write property: Integer 
volume up/down 

It allows to select between 
different inputs for the audio 
signal. 

 

In addition, as part of the media system, the Smart House environment includes three groups of security 

cameras: 

- 1 outdoor camera of 180 degree;  

- 2 indoor static cameras; 

- 2 mobile cameras that can be placed anywhere in the lab. 

The video streams of the cameras are also available for video processing. 
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In Figure A2, the location of each device in the Smart House is shown. 

 

Figure A2: Smart House map including devices. 

6.4 Devices implemented in the 3D-simulation 

At the state of submission, the environment of the Smart House 3D-simulator includes only the interactive 

devices (Table A5). They can be controlled through a remote network interface as described in D4.1. 

Table A5: Simulator devices. 

ID DEVICE NAME STATE DESCRIPTION 
LIGHTS 
1L Entrance light 

Read/Write property: 
on/off 
 

It is a yellow led with 3 turn on/off speed 
levels.  
  

2L Bathroom light  

3L Bedroom light  

4L 
Control room 
light  

5L 
Kitchen light  
 

6L 
Living room 
light  

7L RV room light  

DOORS 

1D Bathroom door 

Read/Write property: 
open/close 
 

It is a sliding door with 3 open/close speed 
levels.  

2D 
Control room 
door  

It is a 90 degrees door with 3 open/close 
speed levels. 

3D Kitchen door  
It is a double sliding door with 3 open/close 
speed levels. 

Interactive devices

Sensor devices

Media devices
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4D 
Living room 
door  

It is a double sliding door with 3 open/close 
speed levels. 

5D Main door 
It is a 90 degrees door with 3 open/close 
speed levels. 

BLINDS 

1B Bedroom blind  

Read/Write property: 
up/down 
 

It is a single blind with 3 turn up/down speed 
levels. 

2B 
Control room 
blind  

It is a single blind with 3 turn up/down speed 
levels. 

3B Kitchen blind  
It is a double blind with 3 turn up/down 
speed levels. 

4B 
Livingroom 
blind 

It is a double blind with 3 turn up/down 
speed levels. 

 

Please note that in the 3D-simulator also the movement action of the avatar can be controlled. 

In Figure A3, the location of each device in the Smart House in shown. 

 

Figure A3: Map of the 3D simulator with devices. 

Interactive devices


